Horse
Agility:

Beyond
fun and
games

In this excerpt from her
new book, a trainer from
England shows how her
unique adaptation of canine agility
training can prepare a horse for all
manner of real-life situations.
By Vanessa Bee

A

t your direction---and
without a lead rope
---a free horse jumps
through a hoop in an
open field that’s full
of delicious grass. It
sounds impossible, doesn’t it? Up until
a few months ago I would have thought
so too, but now I can direct my horse
around an obstacle course with jumps,
tunnels and weaving poles, just like in
the popular sport of dog agility. And the
great thing I’ve discovered is that I can
teach other people and their horses how
to do it, too.
Not only have I found that we have
been really underestimating the ability
of our horses, we’ve been underestimating ourselves. Helping horses and
people discover and learn to do horse
agility is not difficult, although it takes
a little time, of course. The real challenge is exploding the myths people
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have long believed about horses.
At first, people laughed when I explained what I was doing; they would
say things like, “So you want to jump
your horse through hoops, do you?”
When I replied, “Not only hoops but
tunnels and fire pillars, and all with
the horse completely free,” they began to realize just how serious I was.
Because at that point there was nothing
remotely like this in the horse world,
I thought I’d better take a look at dog
agility to see how participants trained,
handled and competed their dogs--especially as compared to the way we
train our horses.
I noticed dog people did not use a
leash or other restraint, nor did they
wield a whip or stick to hit or threaten
a dog when he made a mistake. And
the dogs moved freely with great
enthusiasm over the agility course.
Would horses be able to do this?

There was only one way to find out---I
had to try it!
The ultimate aim of horse agility
is to work the horse free (at liberty)
over obstacles, just as happens in dog
agility classes. However, as with dogs,
you cannot just turn up on the day of
competition and think it’s going to
work! Training horses to do horse agility is almost identical to training dogs:
First, the dog is taught to be led. Then,
on the leash, he learns how to go over
obstacles while the handler uses body
language and verbal commands. Later,
the trainer turns the dog loose in a safe
place and uses the same signals to see
if she can still direct the dog over the
obstacles. So that’s what I tried with my
horses. And it worked!

TRAINING WITHOUT
RESTRAINING
In horse agility, the goal is for the
handler to direct her completely free
horse over, through and under obstacles. Horse agility is all about training
---not restraining. I don’t want my horse
to become an obedient “robot”---I want
to keep him interested. I want him to
be aware enough to think his way
through an obstacle course. For that
reason, my agility courses never look
the same and are always completed in
a different obstacle order.
Horse agility shows you how to go
back to basics and think again how you
can interact with your horse. To be any
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A
HEAD START: A plain leather or
flat nylon halter works well for
initial training in horse agility. But
when making the transition from
headstall to nothing at all, you
may want to use a rope round the
neck (A), and if you need more
control during early work, you can
use a rope halter (B) or a patented
“control” halter (C) before moving
on to a plain leather one.

C

B

HARD TO HANDLE: Although you’ll need to use a longer lead rope than you might be used
to—ideally around 10 feet in length—a longe line, as shown here, is too much to work with
and is a safety hazard.
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good, you need to start from this place.
Horses do not need “collars” and “leads”
all the time; they will come when you
call them and happily do so if you ask in
a language they understand.
The big advantage of horse agility,
in the way that I have developed it as a
training tool, is that it can prepare the
horse for the real world. It is far better
than simply accustoming him to the
sights and sounds of flags and cones
before venturing out onto the road, for
example. You can use my techniques to
help you and your horse get used to all
manner of real-life situations.

INTRODUCTORY HORSE AGILITY OBSTACLES

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
To do horse agility, equip yourself
with suitable footwear, such as boots,
and a pair of comfortable gloves. Unless
you’re sure of how your horse will
behave and react, it’s wise to wear
a helmet even though you will be
working from the ground. In addition,
you’ll need a
• Halter. Most horses are perfectly
safe and happy in a flat nylon or leather
halter, but occasionally you may need
to resort to something stronger, such
as a rope halter or a “pressure” control
halter, for retraining purposes. These
“stronger” halters are designed to get
the horse to listen to you and to know
there are signals being conveyed to
him through the rope that he needs to
respond to. Once he’s been trained (or
retrained), use a flat nylon or leather
version before moving on to nothing at
all. If you rely on the halter rather than
communication to control your horse, it
is unlikely that you will ever be able to
work him free.
• Long lead rope. To allow you and
your horse room to work, you’ll need
a longer lead rope than you may be
used to. A rope at least 10 feet long
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is probably enough to create a safe
distance between you and your horse
during your training sessions. Anything
less than 10 feet isn’t long enough to
allow the horse to move freely; on the
other hand, a standard longe line is
too long because it becomes difficult to
manage and, worse, can get wrapped
around your feet.
• Training area. Access to a round
pen or similar area not more than 20
feet square for some of the training
is most useful, but it is also possible
to make a work area by using electric
fence tape or jumps to divide an arena
into a smaller space. As you become
more confident you will need a larger
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• Cones are useful for all sorts of
obstacle building and can be of any
design—from small ones, such as those
used in sports (and that do not pose a trip
hazard) to full-size traffic-safety cones. You
can purchase cones on the Internet or from
stores that sell building supplies. I’d advise
acquiring five.
• A tarpaulin, plastic sheet or carpet
can be made of any material you can lay out
on the ground for the horse to walk over.
You may need to weight it down in windy
weather, and for this I suggest two wooden
ground poles arranged opposite each other.
Sheets that contains holes are not suitable
because the horse can catch his leg or hook
his shoe, causing the material to become
attached to him.
• Hula hoops have multiple uses but
are mainly for teaching your horse how to
“park” in one spot—and for helping you
keep your feet still. Hoops can be purchased
or made out of old water pipe and should
measure about three feet in diameter. They
are best when the join in the hoop can come

apart should a horse get it wrapped around
his legs (yes, this has happened!). You will
need two of them.
• The ball you use for agility can
be any size. I have balls that range from
four feet high to a normal-size soccer ball,
but there are many exercise and beach
balls in innumerable colors and sizes that
are perfectly suitable. My advice: Don’t
spend a lot on one unless it’s designed
specifically for equine use, because
they tend to get squashed by horses
pretty quickly.
• Having a number of poles on hand
for creating jumps and “labyrinths” is a
must. I use half-round fencing rails when
building a flat maze or corridor because
they don’t roll, or you can wedge sand
under them for stability. You don’t need
to spend a lot of money here—I actually
make poles out of tall saplings that grow
locally. Eight poles will give you many
design options, allowing you to give your
horse something to think about as he
negotiates them.

space for practice, such as a paddock
or full-size arena. Just make certain it
is enclosed---you don’t want your horse
to run off because it would take some
running to keep up with him! A nonslip surface is really important for you
and the horse; concrete or slippery
grass is not suitable, but dry grass is
ideal. You just need to make sure that
the footing is safe.

the first steps to horse agility. When you
get really good at the following simple
exercises, more challenging obstacles--such as the bridge, seesaw, tunnel, podium and hoop---and courses will be a
piece of cake!

GETTING STARTED
IN HORSE AGILITY
Once you have the needed equipment and have trained your horse to
respond to your direction on a loose
lead rope, you can start to play with

PARKING
You need two hula hoops to act as
markers so that you can be totally honest about whether you and your horse
are truly “parked”!
1. Place the hoops on the ground
about six feet (two meters) apart. Lead
your horse so that his front feet are
inside one of the hoops and ask him to
stop. Note: If at this early training stage
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he will not step inside the hoop, don’t
worry---just “mark” two circles on
the ground and when I start to talk
about negotiating obstacles, I will
show you how to make this easier for you
and him.
2. With your horse’s feet in the
hoop, count to two and then walk on.
Increase the standing time until he
will “park” beside you in the hoop for at
least 10 seconds.
3. When the above step is solid,
park him, step away and stand in the
other hula hoop, count to two, go back
to him and reward him. If he tries to
follow, you’ve just gone a bit too fast,
so slow down and start again. In these
early sessions when you are holding
the end of the lead rope while he is
parked, make sure it doesn’t pull him
as you step away. Increase the time
and distance you are away from him
until you can park him and stand at
least 10 feet (three meters) away for at
least 10 seconds.

The rough equivalent
of teaching a dog to
“stay,” parking teaches
a horse to stand still
until you cue him to
move. Once the skill is
established the handler
can mover farther and
farther away while the
horse remains parked in
his hoop.

Here the handler parks
the horse (right) and
asks him to wait while
she passes through the
gap first.

LEAD SAFELY THROUGH
A NARROW GAP
When you can lead your horse really
well, loading him into a trailer or going
together through narrow gaps becomes
much easier and safer.
1. Create a safe, narrow space to
move through with your horse (I like
to use a couple of barrels). As you
approach the gap, ask the horse to
stop and park him in front of it.
2. Walk through the gap yourself,
leaving the horse standing and
waiting for you to ask him to follow
you through. If the horse starts to
barge through, back him up. He
must learn to wait until he is asked
to follow you. Remember, you have
practiced all these skills in isolation,
and now you are simply putting them
together at an obstacle.
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DANCING IN PAIRS
For this exercise you need your
cones or markers laid out in a line about
10 feet apart. Practice leading your
horse through these cones with two
rules in mind:
• You must maintain your leading
position as you weave through the
cones. For example, if you start with

the horse’s head level with your shoulder, it must stay that way all the way
through to the end of the line.
• The distance between you and
the horse must remain the same---as
if you are a pair of dancers. Think
about the “shape” of the lead rope not
changing as you move through the
exercise together.
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EQUIPMENT YOU

WON’T NEED:

WHIP, STICK OR TREATS
Often people turn up at a horse
agility training session with a whip in one
hand and a pile of treats in the other.
We immediately dispense with both
because we’re going to be far too busy
communicating with the horse to have time
to use them.
A whip is unnecessary when training
any animal. If the handlers in dog agility
hit or intimidated a dog when he hesitated
at an obstacle, there would be an outcry
(and not only from the dog). Unfortunately,
this habit is seen as quite acceptable
in the horse world. If horses yelped like
dogs when struck, the use of a whip
or stick would have been banned from
riding arenas years ago. A trainer may
very occasionally use a straight stick as
an “extension of her arm” when handling
horses that might kick or to guide a horse
through an obstacle from a distance. But
once the horse understands the trainer’s
arm signals, such an “arm extension” is
not necessary.
Two of our horses were extremely
dangerous around food when they came
to us—biting, pushing and attacking any
horse or human who got in their way. They
had been trained to do this inadvertently by
the people who raised them. Wild horses
do not behave like this because food is
always available in one form or another,
and even when it’s in short supply, they
just graze farther apart from each other to
find it.
It took me some time to train this
behavior out of these two horses. I just
ignored it and instead rewarded any quiet,
soft moments they offered when around
food. Another option is clicker training.
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TEAMWORK: “I have developed the ability
to ‘read’ my horse Secret,” says the author.
“I work hard to understand why she does
what she does, when she does it, so I can
react appropriately. This is the basis of our
happy partnership.”

H

orse agility, like many other
equestrian pursuits, is a
journey that can enrich your
relationship with your horse. When
you master the required skills, you will
be able to approach him in a positive,
confident manner. This in turn will give
your horse confidence in you.

For more information, contact the
International Horse Agility Club:
www.thehorseagilityclub.com.

Adapted by permission from The
Horse Agility Handbook, published in
January 2012 by Trafalgar Square Books.
Available from HorseBooksEtc.com;
(800) 952-5813.
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